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Abstract - Sign language is an incredible 

advancement that has grown over the years. 

Unfortunately, there are some drawbacks that have 

come along with this language. Not everyone 

knows how to interpret a sign language when 

having a conversation with a deaf and dumb 

person. There is always a need to communicate 

using sign language. One finds it hard to 

communicate without an interpreter. To solve this, 

we need a product that is versatile and robust. We 

need to convert the sign language so that it is 

understood by common people and will help them 

to communicate without any barriers. The main 

purpose of this project is to eliminate the barrier 

between the deaf and dumb and the rest. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
Machine learning provides a versatile and 

robust environment to work on. The 

machine learning subject also eliminates 

the need for the coder to write updates 

whenever a new sign is read, this will be 

done by the machine itself.  

Our system aims to get the deaf and dumb 

people more involved to communicate and 

the idea of a camera-based sign language 

recognition system that would be in use 

for converting sign language gestures to 

text (English) and then to regional 

languages. Our objective is to design a 

solution that is intuitive and simple which 

simplifies the communication for the 

majority of people with deaf and dumb’ 

There are many methods to convert the 

sign language which often use Kinect as 

the basic system to get the inputs and 

work on them for conversion. Kinect 

methods are complicated in so many 

aspects. Our approach will be simple. We 

use simpler ways to capture the inputs and 

process them. We have used common and 

easily available libraries in our system.
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RELATED WORK  

 
A concept of 2D Pose Estimation using 

Part Affinity Fields signified us about the 

Human 2D pose estimation—the problem 

of localizing anatomical key points 

[1][2][3]. Pictorial Structures for Object 

Recognition is another topic which 

highlighted the representation of an object 

by a collection of points arranged in a 

formable configuration [4] [5]. Monocular 

3D pose estimation and tracking by 

detection signified about 3D pose 

estimation and tracking of multiple people 

in cluttered scenes using a monocular, 

potentially moving camera. One more 

concept on 2D human pose estimation, a 

new benchmark and state of the art 

analysis highlights about articulated 

human pose estimation using a new large-

scale benchmark dataset [6][7]. Strong 

appearance and expressive spatial models 

for human pose estimation topic signifies 

about the requirement of 17 points in pose 

estimation [8].  

Decision tree algorithm optimization 

research based on MapReduce topic 

viewed upon an optimized genetic 

algorithm which is merged into the 

implementation of the decision tree 

algorithm [9] [10]. A Survey on Decision 

Tree Algorithm for Classification helped 

us with various algorithms of Decision 

tree, their characteristic, challenges, 

advantage and disadvantage [11] [12]. The 

topics of decision tree induction using 

machine learning [13] and failure analysis 

[14]. 

‘India's first-ever sign language 

dictionary’ by Indian Sign Language 

Research and Training Centre (ISLRTC) 

is a collection of more than 3000 words 

[15]. Google-trans Documentation Release 

2.2.0 will be our reference for translation 

part. 

 

PROPOSED APPROACH  

 
The main objective of this project is to 

recognizing the gestures and displaying 

the correspondent word. The first phase 

involves capturing the gesture using a 

webcam along with pose estimation 

library [1]. The webcam captures the 

image and image is processed with pose 

estimation algorithm in tensor-flow 

utility. Fig 2 shows how the webcam is 

reading the image and the skeleton 

mapped on the image is the result of the 

pose estimation library. The skeleton 

obtained provides the values for creating 

the data set; the data set is a collection of 

the values of the coordinates of the end 

points of the skeleton. These values are 

labelled accordingly and are appended to 

the machine for predicting [13] when the 

input is taken. The block diagram in Fig 1 

explains how the work is carried out in 

the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Block diagram of the model 

  
EXTRACTION OF GESTURES 

  

Capturing signs from real world and 

translating them is the core objective of 

this work. The real-world signs are read 

using a webcam which captures both static 

and moving images of the objects in front 

of it. The deaf and dumb person who is 

signing is made to stand in front of the 

webcam and the image captured from this 

is processed with the tf-pose-estimation 

[1] [2] [3] library to map out the skeleton 

of the person signing. Fig 2 is an example 

of how the skeleton is mapped on the 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Fig 2: Tf-pose-estimation result 
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Tf-pose-estimation basically sketches out 

a stick figure of the body. When the 

webcam is running the pose estimation 

algorithm identifies the key points on the 

subject’s body such as elbow joints, wrist, 

knee joints etc and connects them as one 

skeleton. The key points namely the end 

points of the skeleton are labelled with x, 

y and z co-ordinates for every frame 

captured. As such 17 [4] [8] key points are 

identified from the pose-estimation 

algorithm. The value of these coordinates 

change for different gestures and the 

relative distance between the key points is 

different for different people (as size 

changes from person to person). These 

coordinates are the main component to 

form the data set for training. 

 

CREATING DATA SET 

 

Each gesture captured has its coordinates 

values stored in a csv (comma separated 

file) file and the corresponding labels are 

written in another csv file. Fig 3 shows 

how a csv file is written and Fig 4 shows 

the values of csv file in excel. 

 

 

Fig 3: CSV files for the coordinates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4: Excel view of the csv file 

 

 

Each frame as 17 key points and each of 

these points has 3 coordinates; therefore, 

there exists 17x 3 values [5] [7] for each 

frame. This entire set of 51 values is 

labelled together as one gesture. We are 

assigning numbers for these gestures in 

the corresponding csv file as it is easy to 

handle integers while training the 

machine. Fig 5 shows how the labelling 

is done in csv files.  

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: csv and txt file representation of 

the labels 

 

Here ‘0’ is the uses to label certain 

gestures for example in Fig 2 a boy 

standing ‘Idle’ is recorded Fig 3 and Fig 

4 are the representation of the coordinates 

of his skeleton, and ‘0’ is the label for 

this posture. Later ‘0’ is substituted for 

“Idle” while displaying the result. 

Training the machine requires several 

sets of values, therefore a single person 

has to record many frames for a single 

gesture and the same gesture has to be 

signed by different people. Different 

people are required to sign for the same 

posture as the size of the skeleton varies 

from person to person. Fig 6 shows how 

different the skeleton size is for different 

people. Several frames have to be 

recorded for a single gesture by a single 

person and several people have to record 

the same gesture to provide a better data 

set for training[13] [14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Different skeleton size for two 

different people 
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TRAINING 

   

The data set created is taken up in the 

training platform and Decision tree 

algorithm [9] [10] is used to train the 

machine. The set of values stored for a 

specific gesture is referred by the machine 

in its training and makes it possible to 

predict the gesture when the input is taken. 

Working of the decision tree is shown in 

Fig 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 7: Decision Tree Values 

   

The input values will be run through the 

tree and the final answer will be 

displayed along with its value and the 

corresponding label. The corresponding 

values for labels are then substituted 

with words and are displayed in the 

result. Every new gesture has several 

frames recorded for it and trained using 

the decision tree algorithm [13]. More 

the number of frames recorded better the 

efficiency of the system in predicting the 

gesture [11] [12]. 

 

RESULTS  

 
The system, when provided with the 

proper gestures, gives out the 

corresponding words. The system can 

provide proper results even when there are 

some slight variations in gestures. There 

will be different kinds of variations from 

different kinds of persons performing the 

gestures. The system recognizes multiple 

gestures one after the after and the gives 

out the respective words. The overall 

system performance is shown in the    

Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: System Accuracy 

 

Gestures Accuracy False 

Negative 

False 

Positive 

Stomach-

ache 

80% 20% 30% 

Headache 80% 20% 30% 

Dancing 70% 30% 20% 

Studying 70% 30% 20% 

 

 

   CONCLUSION 
 

The requirement of machine-based sign 

language translator is very important in 

the present scenario. Even though we have 

found initial success in this regard, lot of 

work needs to be done. 

 The main area where this can be 

used is in public places like ticket 

issuing counters, hospitals etc. 

 This can be even used to teach 

the sign language to normal 

people.  

 Further this can be used to take 

words and display the gesture for 

the same.  

 Recognizing fingers will widen 

the training set for the machine. 
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